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💰Bank of Cyprus & TeamTrump 
 
Wilbur Ross led a group of US European investors to
purchase a $1.3B stake in Bank of Cyprus in July 2014 
 
Cyprus is at the center of 💰flows surrounding
Brexit/2016TeamTrump Deripaska, Manafort, Rick Gates,
NRA & so much more 

Cyprus is at the center of a circle of corruption surrounding Trump 
The country of Cyprus has a long history as a laundromat for dirty money,
particularly from Russia. Cyprus is referenced 530,937 times in the...

https://www.dallasnews.com/opinion/commentary/2017/12/15/cyprus-center-circle-corr…

📌Ross's first co-chair was Putin appointee Vladimir Strzhalkovsky, a former KGB

agent and long-time associate of Putin.  
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wIn 2015, Strzhalkovsky was replaced by Maksim Goldman, is director of strategic

projects at Viktor Vekselberg's Renova Group and sits on the board of Rusal. 
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📌Viktor Vekselberg, one of the richest men in Russia, is the largest shareholder in

the Bank of Cyprus holding a 9.3 percent stake as of early 2017. 

 

#Inauguration #Renova #Intrater #Cohen #Trump 

 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2018-12-07/viktor-vekselberg-met-

michael-cohen-then-he-lost-billions 

 

https://www.dcreport.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/wilbur-ross-comes-to-d-c-

with-a-long-and-profitable-history-of-russian-connections.pdf

Viktor Vekselberg: Russian aluminum tsar, reportedly worth $11-$17 billion; long-

time business partner of Ukrainian-born billionaire Len Blavatnik, the UK’s

wealthiest citizen; reportedly enjoys good relations with Vladimir Putin. 

https://www.dcreport.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/wilbur-ross-comes-to-d-c-

with-a-long-and-profitable-history-of-russian-connections.pdf

📌Blavatnik: How Putin's oligarchs funneled millions into GOP campaigns 

How Putin's oligarchs funneled millions into GOP campaigns
As special counsel Robert Mueller's team probes deeper into potential collusion
between Trump officials and representatives of the Russian...

https://www.dallasnews.com/opinion/commentary/2018/05/08/putins-proxies-helped-fu…
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📌Dmitry Rybolovlev, Russia's "Fertilizer King," owns a 3.3 percent stake in the

bank. Rybolovlev purchased Trump's mega mansion in Palm Beach for $95M, which

allowed Trump to more than double his $41 million investment in the property in

four years.  
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📌The timing of the purchase was essentially a Trump rescue package Trump was

suing Deutsche Bank, his one remaining creditor, to try to avoid repaying a $40

million real estate loan. He lost. 
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Deutsche Bank ♥  Trump 
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Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Deutsche Bank  Trump  
 

A Profitable Decades-long Love Affair  
 

Why on earth would Deutsche Bank (DB) continue to lend 
money to a notorious loan defaulter like Trump?  
 

This is a key part re TrumpRussia
251 11:10 PM - Mar 19, 2019

196 people are talking about this

🔑Interesting: Josef Ackermann, chief executive of Deutsche Bank from 2002 to

2012, replaced Ross as co-chair of the bank.  

 

🔑Like co-chair Goldman, Ackermann currently works for Viktor Vekselberg.  
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He joined the board of Vekselberg's Zurich-based holding company, Renova

Management AG, in 2014 to manage Renova's international assets.  

 

🔑Clearly, Vekselberg's interests are fully represented at the Bank of Cyprus. 
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📌Columbus Nova CEO Andrew Intrater & Cohen exchanged 320 phone calls & 920

text messages beginning on Election Day 2016, 

Intrater introduced Cohen to his cousin & biz assoc, Viktor Vekselberg. Cohen was

even added to Columbus Nova’s office security list. 

Michael Cohen Called CEO Tied to Russian Oligarch Hundreds of Time…
Newly unsealed search warrants confirm that Trump’s lawyer and a sanctioned
Russian billionaire met in the months after the election.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/cohen-called-columbus-nova-ceo-andrew-intrater-tied-t…

Michael Cohen payments put spotlight on New York investment firm linked to

Russian billionaire Viktor Vekselberg 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/michael-cohen-payments-put-spotlight-on-ne…

DeutscheBank: After being blackballed by U.S. banks for failure to pay his loans,

Trump turned to Deutsche Bank for liquidity. Deutsche Bank is estimated to have

loaned Trump as much as $3 billion since the 1990s. 

Deutsche Bank’s $10-Billion Scandal
Ed Caesar on the American trader Tim Wiswell and how a scheme to help
Russians secretly funnel money offshore unravelled.

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2016/08/29/deutsche-banks-10-billion-scandal

📌Trump's financial disclosures show that he has $364 million in loans from
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Deutsche Bank that will mature in 2024 

Deutsche Bank’s $10-Billion Scandal
Ed Caesar on the American trader Tim Wiswell and how a scheme to help
Russians secretly funnel money offshore unravelled.

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2016/08/29/deutsche-banks-10-billion-scandal

🔑During Ackermann's tenure as chief executive, Deutsche Bank engaged in a wide

range of financial misconduct including, according to the New Yorker, laundering $10

billion of Russian money through its offices in New York, CYPRUS and MOSCOW.  

Deutsche Bank’s $10-Billion Scandal
Ed Caesar on the American trader Tim Wiswell and how a scheme to help
Russians secretly funnel money offshore unravelled.

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2016/08/29/deutsche-banks-10-billion-scandal

Through Nov 2017, the bank had paid over $670M in civil penalties to the U.S. and

the U.K. related to its Russian trades.  

 

Deutsche Bank's Moscow office was run by Andrey Kostin Jr. until 2011 when he died

in an ATV crash in a forest in northern Russia.  
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🔑Kostin's father, Andrey Kostin Sr., is chief executive of VTB, the second largest

state-controlled bank in Russia that is currently under U.S. sanctions.  
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🔑VTB was the source of $191 million that Yuri Milner, a Russian billionaire in

Silicon Valley, used to fund a major stake in Twitter in 2011 through his investment

fund, DST.  

Russia funded Facebook and Twitter investments through Kushner inv…
Institutions with close links to Kremlin financed stakes through investor in Trump
son-in-law’s venture, leaked files reveal

https://www.theguardian.com/news/2017/nov/05/russia-funded-facebook-twitter-invest…

🔑Milner also channeled $920 million into Facebook funded by the investment arm

of Russia's state-controlled gas monopoly, Gazprom.  
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The money was transferred from Gazprom to DST through an offshore company in

the Isle of Man, Kanton Services. The investment by Gazprom funded $1 billion

worth of Facebook shares. 

Russia funded Facebook and Twitter investments through Kushner inv…
Institutions with close links to Kremlin financed stakes through investor in Trump
son-in-law’s venture, leaked files reveal
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🔑There are several tax favored areas around the world, but none can rival the

significant advantages provided by the Isle Of Man as an offshore money center. 

#TaxHaven #IsleOfMan 

kmiconsultants.com/isle-of-man.php

🔑Gazprom's investment subsidiary is managed by Alisher Usmanov, an Uzbek-

Russian billionaire with close ties to the Kremlin. 

The Russia Connection - Center for American Progress Action
President Trump and his associates need to answer many questions about their
possible links to Russia.

https://www.americanprogressaction.org/issues/security/reports/2017/04/17/167115/th…

🔑Carter Page, who served as a foreign policy advisor to the Trump campaign and

made several trips to Russia, has deep financial ties to Gazprom. 
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The Russia Connection - Center for American Progress Action
President Trump and his associates need to answer many questions about their
possible links to Russia.

https://www.americanprogressaction.org/issues/security/reports/2017/04/17/167115/th…

📌Timeline of Carter Page’s Contacts with Russia [Updated] 

 

Timeline of Carter Page’s Contacts with Russia [Updated] - Just Security
At the heart of the recent Nunes memo controversy lies a FISA order application for
former Trump campaign aide Carter Page. But Page had piqued the interest of FBI
investigators long before the Trump…

https://www.justsecurity.org/46786/timeline-carter-pages-contacts-russia/

📌Yuri Milner also invested $850,000 of his personal funds into a real estate startup,

Cadre, which Jared Kushner co-owns with his brother. Kushner failed to disclose his

association with Cadre when he joined the Trump White House. 

Russia funded Facebook and Twitter investments through Kushner inv…
Institutions with close links to Kremlin financed stakes through investor in Trump
son-in-law’s venture, leaked files reveal

https://www.theguardian.com/news/2017/nov/05/russia-funded-facebook-twitter-invest…

Investment has flowed from overseas to Kushner’s company, Cadre, while he works

as an international envoy for the US. 
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The money came through a vehicle run by Goldman Sachs in the Cayman Islands, a

tax haven that guarantees corporate secrecy. #TaxHaven 

Company part-owned by Jared Kushner got $90m from unknown offsh…
Overseas investment flowed to Cadre while Trump’s son-in-law works as US
envoy, raising conflict of interest questions

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/jun/10/jared-kushner-real-estate-cadre-gol…

🔑Paradise Papers: Russia funded Facebook and Twitter investments through

Kushner investor Yuri Milner 

 

🔑Institutions with close links to Kremlin financed stakes through investor in Trump

son-in-law’s venture (Cadre), leaked files reveal #ParadisePapers 

Russia funded Facebook and Twitter investments through Kushner inv…
Institutions with close links to Kremlin financed stakes through investor in Trump
son-in-law’s venture, leaked files reveal
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🔑Background: Paradise Papers leak reveals secrets of the world elite's hidden wealth 

 

Files from offshore law firm show financial dealings of the Queen, big multinationals

and members of Donald Trump’s cabinet 
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Paradise Papers leak reveals secrets of the world elite's hidden wealth
Files from offshore law firm show financial dealings of the Queen, big multinationals
and members of Donald Trump’s cabinet

https://www.theguardian.com/news/2017/nov/05/paradise-papers-leak-reveals-secrets-…

🔑The leak of more than 13m docs from offshore law firms and registers have

exposed in vivid detail the mechanics of a normally invisible & secretive industry – an

industry that regards the Isle of Man as one of its global headquarters.

#ParadisePapers 

After successive offshore scandals, are there signs of change in Isle o…
Crown dependency’s response to previous scandals has been to circle the wagons,
but after the Paradise Papers, there are hints the popular mood is shifting

https://www.theguardian.com/news/2017/nov/14/after-successive-offshore-scandals-ar…
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